
Population & 
Social Determinants HEALTH SYSTEMS

The Better Health Together (BHT) Accountable Community of Health is convening organizations across multiple sectors in
order to develop a community strategy for health improvement across Adams, Ferry, Lincoln, Pend Oreille, Spokane, and
Stevens Counties. As an initial step towards “coordinating the coordinators,” BHT is working with the Spokane Regional
Health District’s Data Center to develop Network Maps that visually depict and measure the relationships between
organizations that impact health in our region. These first CLMs establish a baseline for our health system which will allow us
to see how they are changing over time. With this regional system view, we can work collaboratively to better connect
services across sectors and counties, reduce duplication and address gaps in care to design a system that better supports
all of us in making our region the healthiest region in the state.

What does our region's health system look like?What does our region's health system look like?

31
On average, each organization
in our health system maintained
31 linkages with up to 16 other
organizations in 2016.

3%
Our health system maintained
3% of potential linkages (every
organization connected to every
other organization) in 2016.

62
Sometimes community
collaboration happens in a
disconnected way through
"siloes." In 2016, there were 63
work siloes in our health system.

2.3
On average in 2016, it would take
any organization 2.3 "hops" to
link with any other organization in
our health system. Check out the interactive Community Linkage Map:

http://arcg.is/2pH9kuT

How are organizations linked in our region's health system?How are organizations linked in our region's health system?

COLLABORATIONCOLLABORATION
Collaboration could
include exchanging

information, attending
meetings together,
sharing resources,

completing joint
projects, etc.

Client/patient referrals
could include referring

an individual to a health
care provider,

specialist, community
support group, social

service, etc.

Client/patient data
exchange includes the

transfer of any
personally identifying

information.

Education could include
trainings,

presentations,
seminars, workshops,

etc.

Financial support could
take the form of grants,

contracts, or other
financial contributions.

REFERRALREFERRALDATA EXCHANGEDATA EXCHANGE EDUCATIONEDUCATION FINANCIAL SUPPORTFINANCIAL SUPPORT

# of linkages
reported by linkage

type

Where are organizations focusing their efforts?Where are organizations focusing their efforts?

social determinants of health

population health

SpC: Spokane County | StC: Stevens County | FC: Ferry County | PO: Pend Oreille County | LC: Lincoln
County | CCT: Colville Confederated Tribes | AC: Adams County | ST: Spokane Tribe | KT: Kalispel Tribe

Survey respondents were asked to identify in which geographic service area(s) their
organization focused its work in 2016 as well as in which strategy area(s) their
organization focused efforts. Respondents could select more than one option for each
area. Here's what we learned:

Spokane County

Community Support

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs)

Where most organizations worked.

How most organizations addressed the social determinants of health.

The top population health focus of organizations.
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Who helped map the system?Who helped map the system? What did we learn about the system?What did we learn about the system?

organizations
throughout

BHT's region
helped map our

inter-
organizational
health system.
Organizations
that helped are
highlighted in

165
People representing

112

STRENGTHSSTRENGTHS
+ 9,039 linkages were identified
in our regional health system. 
+ Our health system had only 4
degrees of separation.
+ Collaboration and referral
happened frequently
throughout the region. 
+ On average, each
organization had 31 linkages
with 16 other organizations.
+ Within its sector, the health
sector was the best-linked and
had the most linkages. 
+ Throughout the whole
system, the social sector was
the best-linked and had the
most linkages.
+ Urban Indian and Tribal
Organizations were the best-
linked of the local systems.
+ Organizations in Spokane
County had the most linkages
within their local system.

WEAKNESSESWEAKNESSES
- All sub-systems (sectors,
geographic service areas,
linkage types) were sparsely
linked, with some sub-systems
making less than 1% of all
possible linkages. 
- 56 organizations had no
identified linkages.
- Data exchange, education,
and financial support linkages
were infrequent and siloed.
- The business sector was not
very active in the health system.
- Northeast Tri-County
organizations had 5 degrees of
separation in their local system.
- Urban Indian and Tribal
organizations as well as those in
Adams County and Lincoln
county each linked with only a
couple other organizations in
their area.

Additional data and related reports are available at
www.betterhealthtogether.org:
- Interactive web-based Community Linkage Maps: http://arcg.is/2pH9kuT
- Better Health Together Community Linkage Mapping: Technical Report
- Better Health Together Community Linkage Mapping: General Report

Where can I learn more?Where can I learn more?

orange.
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